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Team Changes

+ kibi // Cyril Brulebois (Release Assistant)

• We still need help and volunteers used to our tools and procedures!
New stuff in Wheezy

- KDE 4.8
- Gnome 3.4
- Python 2.7 / 3.2
- Linux kernel 3.2
- ...
- http://wiki.debian.org/NewInWheezy
• Several ways a freeze date can be chosen
  – Number of open RC bugs
  – Transitions completed
  – Release goals
• Trying something new - time-based freeze
  – Date selected at RT sprint
  – Gave maintainers a framework to plan around
How's it going so far?

- Most larger transitions done
- Some transitions postponed until wheezy+1
- We still had lots of last-minute uploads
How many bugs?

• Release Critical Bug report for Week 26
  – In Total: 1088
  – Affecting Wheezy: 697
  – Wheezy only: 128
  – Remaining to be fixed in Wheezy: 569
• Ignoring tags: 375 bugs need to be fixed
• However, with the view of the Release Managers, 603 need to be dealt with for the release to happen.
Freeze Policy

http://release.debian.org/wheezy/freeze_policy.html

- Gradual freeze, similar to Squeeze
  - RC bugs fixes
  - Release goals
  - Important bugs for optional/extra (via unstable)
  - Translation / documentation updates
When do we release?

- RSN, SIYH, WTRCBCRZ
How to help

- Don't introduce new transitions
- Don't upload in unstable packages not meant to be released in Wheezy
- Keep fixing RC bugs affecting Wheezy
- Test different migration scenarios and report encountered problems
- http://deb.li/wheezybugs
Contact us

- Mailing-list: debian-release@lists.debian.org
- IRC: #debian-release (on irc.oftc.net)
- Specific topics: reportbug release.debian.org (binNMUs, transitions, unblock, proposed updates, ... )